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When I first encountered John Silvis’ practice it reminded me of two contemporary films 
that explore the cultural significance of the car. The first being Nicholas Winding Refn’s 
critically acclaimed motion picture Drive, which chronicles the dark experiences of a 
nameless driver in Los Angeles. A Hollywood stuntman by day and getaway driver by 
night, Refn’s protagonist moves restlessly between the cursory functions of everyday life 
and his profession behind the wheel. On the surface, he embodies the subject of the 
Futurist Manifesto, he is  “…suddenly revived again beneath the steering wheel…,”   1

finding solace and purpose in  “…a roaring motor car which seems to run on machine-
gun fire…”   But, as the film’s narrative unfolds, the driver’s reality spirals into a 2

dystopian black hole that decisively counteracts Futurist ideals. Whereas for Marinetti 
and his peers the dawning of the industrial age signaled man’s awakening, dizzied to 
extremes by a potent fog of exhaust fumes and fine leather upholstery, in Refn’s world, 
the machine consumes its human subject in a haze of violence and destruction.  !
The film’s sensationalist content is echoed in Superflex’s Burning Car, 2008 - an eleven-
minute video that beautifully captures the unexplained self-combustion and disintegration 
of a vintage Mercedes. This seemingly arbitrary event actually refers to the burning cars 
that line city streets and adorn television screens during moments of civil unrest. By 
making this connection, Superflex position the luxury car as a product and victim of a 
troubled commodity driven culture. Its destruction therefore foregrounds the exhausted 
values that lay at its core as well as its potential demise at the hands of its makers.  !
Interestingly, Burning Car and Drive operate within key artistic genres and motifs of the 
1960s and 1970s. The former cites Pop art, in particular Andy Warhol’s Death and 
Disaster series, whilst the latter recalls film noir and Walter Hill’s The Driver, 1978. 
Aptly, it is through the anonymous or absent figure of the driver that the works affirm 
man’s relinquishing of his subjectivity and identity to the machine in the post industrial 
age. !
The shift from avant-garde to post-modern modalities bears fruit in these pieces because 
in each case the car no longer functions as an aspirational object of speed, power and 
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human progress, but rather it represents the futility of modernity and utopian ideals. 
Subsequently, the artists exploit the car’s status as a “residue of a dream world”  , in order 3

to pressure “…the totalist assumptions of capitalist [and consumerist] culture…”   and 4

question “its claim to be timeless.”   It is in this space of critiquing and reappraising the 5

car’s material and symbolic value within contemporary society that Silvis sites his artistic 
investigations.   !
Before touching on the exhibition Crashcourse, I want to return to Silvis’ 2004 
photographic series Auto-Mobile-2004. These double portraits of drivers and passengers 
in static cars deal with the sociological intersections of people and the automobile. By 
presenting the portraits in two separate vignettes, where the positions and poses of the 
sitters change considerably, the artist leaves space for the viewer to infer their 
relationship and details about their wider setting. In doing so, the works present the car as 
a viable social space that embodies and mediates social relations. But, an air of 
postmodern pathos is also palpable in these scenarios as the figures appear to be caught in 
a moment that prefigures an unknown incident.  !
This event is certainly articulated in Crashcourse, where Silvis constructs worlds of 
particular simplicity with dark undertones. Proceeding in an almost filmic manner, there 
is a succession of moments in the exhibition that piece together a car crash. Although not 
experienced or represented directly, it is evoked in the formal structures on view.  Crash 
Assemblages show the moment of impact as large flat Plexiglas cars make contact with 
MDF planes clad with scenic views of the open road. Large felt cut-outs hang from the 
wood structures as if to suggest the plush interior of the car. The cartoonish scale of the 
objects and their scrappy materiality seem to make light of the presumed crash. The 
works are uncanny in so far as they appear to serve other functions; their diagrammatic 
forms and spatial configurations implies that they could be maquettes used to storyboard 
moving image or animation sequences. Silvis in fact remarks that the assemblages 
borrow from the language of car shows, where hyper-real materials and imagery are used 
to seduce willing consumers. Consequently, Crash Assemblages comment on the eventual 
commoditization and fetishization of the crash through the moving image.  !
Silvis’ matter-of-fact approach to the image collides with the aggressiveness of its content 
in the delicately hand-embroidered outlines of car wreckages in Car Stitches. The 
wounded corpses of cars are drained of all meaning as the works take on a decorative and 
tactile edge. This process of empting out the event is extended through to the rendering of 
the wall on which the framed works hang. Adorned with a repeated pattern of black and 
red car silhouettes, this surface is decidedly domestic - it wouldn’t be amiss in a child’s 
playroom. Here, Silvis alludes to our relationship with violently charged imagery as well 
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as the car itself, possibly concluding that these are temporary follies for us to occupy 
ourselves with until the next visual stimuli occurs.  !
With Crash Objects Silvis has slightly altered a selection of discarded car parts to form 
readymade sculptures. The exact function of these objects remains unclear; perhaps they 
are fragments from crashed cars that inevitably take on uncanny and incongruent forms 
when removed from their larger composite. Nevertheless, the works immediately bring to 
mind assemblages by Jean Tinguely and John Chamberlain, who both succeeded in 
making art out of automobile scraps. Whilst these artists celebrated the hidden potential 
of crushed metal, transforming them into whimsical mechanical constructs or striking 
chrome surfaces respectively, Crash Objects are functionless and rather grotesque. The 
neon blues, pinks, silvers and purples that embellish their surfaces only serve to flatten 
them, giving them a slight but not overwhelmingly decorative sensibility.  !
In the essay Art and Thingness, Part One: Breton’s Ball and Duchamp’s Carrot,   Sven 6

Lütticken argues that the readymade has entered into the logic of the market and has 
become a sign and commodity in itself. Essentially, he stresses that the Duchampian 
problem of questioning the boundaries between an everyday object and an art object is 
now compromised because in our current age all objects are commodities alike. With 
Crash Objects Silvis is clearly interested in working with the readymade but in manner 
that undermines its principles. His placement of car parts in the gallery moves beyond the 
mystification of the object through an intangible conceptual gesture. His interventions on 
the surface of the found objects are made visible although they do not alter the forms 
entirely. This suggests that he wants to let the works sit in an interstitial space between 
their status as things and as art objects. By using craft based and slapdash techniques, he 
knowingly points to the bygone era of the handmade and contrasts this with the age of 
industrial production that birthed the car and indeed inspired Duchamp’s original gesture. 
In his recuperation of displaced artisanal forms, Silvis is not nostalgic for their possible 
return but rather uses them to speak metaphorically about the continually process of 
signification and resignification of the readymade within and beyond the gallery space.    !
Similarly, Silvis departs from the standard operating mode of Pop art and its exploitation 
aesthetics. As illustrated earlier in this text, from the disturbing mental and physical 
breakdown that underpins Drive, to Warhol’s morbid stills, there is an engagement with 
the complete spectacularization of the event. Evidently, Silvis shares these artists critique 
of a society of spectacle, where violence and pain are reduced to popcorn aesthetics; 
however, he does so by refraining from gratuitous imagery. As such, his works are 
palatable and sophisticatedly mute, even if apathy towards the extremes of modernity 
remains a strong sentiment.  !
Crashcourse poses significant questions about Silvis’ use of the readymade and the 
aesthetics of Pop art in his practice. There is a strong sense that the exhibition not only 
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refers to the car’s use and exchange value within the world of things but also its sign 
value within the white cube. By this I mean that Silvis intentionally riffs off an 
established tradition of artists working with the car as a tangible sculptural object and as a 
cultural signifier. Evidently, he does not lay his hat in either camp but deploys both to 
productively juxtapose the machine’s enduring promise with its ultimate failure to 
redeem its maker.   
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